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THE NATIONAL THEATRE OF THE DEAF
HELEN POWERS

On February 24 the National Theatre of the Deaf open
ed a two-week run on Broadway. Its acceptance as a rich,
new artistic achievement was attested to by enthusiastic au
diences, both hearing and deaf, who were overwhelmed by
the powerful sweep of its beauty.
For the fourteen deaf performers it was the realization
of an impossible dream. They had achieved in eighteen months
the success that escapes many hearing actors and actresses
in a lifetime. It was a moment to be reckoned with.

The National Theatre of the Deaf remains an enigmatic
mysticism to anyone who has not seen it. For those who have,

it becomes a living illusion of beauty that is not easily for
gotten. It transmits all the finest qualities of the stage in a
manner that is understandable to both the hearing and the
non-hearing. There is no other area where the two can touch

upon each other so gently and so successfully.
The entire performance is presented in a theatricalized
adaptation of sign language that is both functional and aes

thetic. This is called "signmime". Through the fusion of sign
language and mime, the playwright's lines are transmitted,
thought by thought, rather than word for word, without
diluting or sacrificing his meaning. The creativity of the deaf
performers is unleashed by the emotive breadth of the signmime communication. It is a delicate translation from one

language to another, introducing nuances of movement and

motion shadings that parallel the intonations in a speaking
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actor's voice. The end result is skillful dramatization, lucidly
readable by the deaf audience, and poetically satisfying to
the hearing one.

In order to maintain the purity of the script, and clarify
communication with the hearing audience, "narrators" simul

taneously project the lines with the actors as the signing
takes place. The exact timing between the deliveries is so
precise that the hearing viewer loses all awareness of the
"readers." This supplementary vocal assist at no time over

shadows the powerful emotional impact of the actors them
selves.

The National Theatre of the Deaf had its inspirational
beginnings when a group of performers from Gallaudet Col
lege presented their production of "Ighigenia in Aulis" at

Eugene O'Neill Memorial Theatre in Waterford, Connecticut,
in the summer of 1966. The first formal meeting of NTD
culminated in the NBC special which was taped in March,
1967.

The theatre was developed in the summer of 1967 when

thirty-six deaf people, each with a strong interest in acting
and well-versed in their craft, were invited to Eugene O'Neill
for a three-week course in theatre technique.
Prior to this, David Hays, the companjr's managing di
rector, had been exploring possibilities for the development of
a permanent repertory theatre where the unusual talents of

the deaf actors he had seen at Gallaudet could be extended

and developed. He applied for a major grant for this purpose,
but was advised that he would first have to find a home base
for his activities.

The Hammond estate in Waterford, which had been turn
ed over by the city to the O'Neill Foundation, offered a tailormade solution, as one of the main purposes of the Foundation
was to encourage and abet innovations in art forms, and new
artists. The union fulfilled the aspirations of both the Foun
dation and NTD. The $330,000 grant from the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare was allotted.

The National Theatre of the Deaf has developed the
most spectacular dramatic innovation that is likely to be seen

on any stage during our generation. It is meanin^ul because
it puts art back into theatre. One must be sensitized into a
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full appreciation of it, not de-sensitized, as is the case with

many of the avant garde improvisations that are being palm
ed off as "self-expression" and "life". In the middle of chaos

NTD has created a new art form that is destined to grow be
cause of the purity and honesty in its expression, and be
cause it fulfills all the demands of good theatre.
The first class that attended the summer school was sub
jected to three weeks of intensive hard work. The curriculum

included acting, dance, theatre technique, stage management,
tumbling, fencing, and lighting design. The faculty was com
posed of such prominent theatrical experts as Gene Lasko,
Alwin Nikolais, Robert Panara, Bernard Bragg, George 0.
White, Eric Malzkuhn, Fred Voepel, and John Gleason.
Fourteen of the invited persons, along with two hearing
readers, constituted the performing company that was to be
come the National Theatre of the Deaf. The first tour in the
fall of 1967 brought the National Theatre of the Deaf into

eighteen cities in the Northeastern United States. They ap
peared on campus and under agency sponsorship in public
performance. No one knew or understood what it was all

about until they saw it. It sounded more like therapy than
art. That winter, however, they played to sell-out houses at
Lincoln Center in New York City. Critical acclaim was over
whelming every place they appeared.

Since that first tour in 1967, the national company has
toured the United States three times, and filled two limited
engagements in New York. They embark on their first Euro
pean tour in May, at which time they will play at the Theatre

des Nations Festival in Paris and at festivals in Italy. In
August the troupe will visit Israel, and the World Games for
the Deaf in Yugoslavia.

In the fall of 1968 the National Theatre of the Deaf

spawned the Little Theatre of the Deaf whose work is primarilf directed toward young audiences. The company con
sists of four members of the national company, Bernard
Bragg, Mary Beth Miller, Linda Bove, and Richard Kendall,
along with a reader. They perform in schools, both elemen
tary and secondary, giving poetry readings, dramatic pre
sentations, and a theatricalized explanation of this new art
medium.
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The NTD program opens with a Japanese tragedy in
which the readers sit at the side of the stage, reading the

lines as the performers interpret them in the rich, delicate
sign-mime adaptions. The middle section of the program con
sists of poetry readings. The hearing audience begins to no
tice the spectacular correlation between the spoken words

and the signs, and is both stimulated and mesmerized by the
beauty, grace and humor that the performers inspire.
By the time the final offering is seen on stage, a period
farce of Italian origin, the wall of silence and sound that se
parated audience and performer at the beginning of the even
ing has been completely removed. The readers no longer sit
at the side of the stage, but become diffused in the blocking.
The rapport is overwhelming.
One realizes that these gifted people are not "handicap
ped"—they are blessed. Their sensory perception transcends

sound. Speechless mouths tell us that emotion doesn't come
from the tongue. It springs from the spirit and dwells in the
soul, hampered, if anything, in its verbal expression by mere
words that can do little more than skirt the essence of being.
No nuance is lost for lack of sound.

Turning then from their deafness to their artistry, one
can savor the finesse in each performance. The total involvment is gripping. They display an accomplished control, and
a highly refined individuality, once the vewer is "program
med" to a level of artistic artisitc sensitivity equal to that of
the performers.
Individual technique is as outstanding among them as it is
among speaking actors. Joe Velez is articulate and precise in
his interpretation. Audree Norton moves in an unrushed aura
of ethereal beauty that is remotely fragile and delicate. Mary
Beth Miller has an inborn gift for character roles. Andrew
Vashnick sweeps about the stage like a ship in full sail. Ber
nard Bragg projects a deep sensitivity, and sophisticated
humor, steeped in a rich, emotional maturity. Charles Corey

gets his timbre from an anticipatory, wide-eyed look that is
both appealing and amusing. Linda Bove and Richard Ken
dall perform with a zestful exuberance that characterizes
youth.

No element of professionality has been overlooked to se-
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cure the ultimate effects in staging and performance. The
finest New York directors and designers have been utilized
to establish the quality of classicism the performers portray.
Production does not present problems, as such, but it

quite naturally necessitates variations from customary pro
cedure. Communication between the company and the direc
tors has always been easy, not only because Lou Fant, the
only hearing member of the troupe, is such a marvellous in
terpreter, but because so many of the people do lip-read and
speak. The Japanese tragedy, for instance, "A Tale of Ka-

sane", was directed by Yoshio Aoyama in Japanese, then
translated into English by Sahomi Tashibana to Mr. Fant
who assisted in interpreting the direction to the cast. No
problem is insurmountable.

The National Theatre of the Deaf has enjoyed the in
fancy of a brilliant prodigy. It shows a hearing world that
to be without sound is not to be without soul. The aura of its

beauty cannot be spelled out in words. It has to happen. While
the exponents of modern theatre tell us, "Behold, this is life,"
National Theatre of the Deaf tells us instead, "Behold, this
is theatre!"
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